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"AFTER A FEW" TRAVIS DENNING

WRITERS: KELLY ARCHER / JUSTIN WEAVER / TRAVIS DENNING
PRODUCER: JEREMY STOVER

"TO A T" RYAN HURD

WRITERS: RYAN HURD / NATHAN SPICER / LAURA VELTZ

"HER WORLD OR MINE" MICHAEL RAY

WRITERS: TRAVIS DENNING / JAMIE PAULIN / BRETT BEAVERS

"WHY WE DRINK" JUSTIN MOORE

WRITERS: JEREMY STOVER / CASEY BEATHARD / DAVID LEE MURPHY
PRODUCER: JEREMY STOVER

"I DON'T LOVE YOU" LINDSAY ELL
WRITERS: ADAM HAMBRICK / NEIL MEDLEY

MELISSA FULLER / JOHN MARK MCMILLAN

"JUST THE WAY" PARMALEE & BLANCO BROWN
PRODUCER: DAVID FANNING

"PICK ME" LJ

WRITERS: LJ / JEREMY STOVER / PAUL DIGIOVANNI
PRODUCER: JEREMY STOVER / PAUL DIGIOVANNI

"RIGHT BAR WRONG STOOL" BAKER GRISSOM
WRITERS: BAKER GRISSOM / BRYAN WEST

ONE OF THE MOST

POWERFUL
AND REACTIVE

Leslie Fram

Sr. VP CMT Music Strategies says

"Simply a SMASH! 'Front
Seat' is a VERY VERY BIG HIT!
CMT is proud to support
Rayne Johnson on all
platforms!"

SINGLES OF

2020

David Corey/ Beasley Communications

Country Brand Manager

“'Front seat' is turning into
exactly what we thought it
would. A huge reactionary song
that has now translated into
top 12 call out in both Boston
and Philadelphia. This is our
secret weapon song.”

IN THE TOP 25 MARKETS, 24 REPORTERS
HAVE ADDED "FRONT SEAT"

“UnbelievablyPOWERFUL
and REACTIVE! Rayne is
truly connecting with
the audience."
Jack Daniel

WNSH (FULL TIME PLAY!)-WUSN-KPLX-KILT-WKHX-WXTU
(“SMASH”)-WKIS-KKWF-MUSIC CHOICE-WKLB (“REACTIVE
AND POWERFUL”)-KNUC-WYCD-KMLE-KMNB-WESTWOOD
ONE MC AND HC-KSON-WQYK (AROUND THE CLOCK PLAY)KYGO (ALL DAYPARTS)-WJVC (BIG SHAZAMS)-KWJJ-KUPLWSOC ("POWERFUL AND REACTING") WIL-KFRG AND A
TOTAL OF 70 REPORTERS!

WSOC Charlotte, PD

RAYNE JOHNSON "FRONT SEAT"
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Brian Philips
For Radio, Against The Grain

A

fter 20 years in radio at storied stations
including KPLX (The Wolf)/Dallas and
Alternative WNNX (99X)/Atlanta, Brian
Philips moved to CMT in 2001. Overseeing the
network’s undeniable growth and success, he rose
to President in 2009, departing in 2017. While
working on new television projects, he had a
conversation that led him back to his roots. Named
Cumulus EVP/Content & Audience last May, he is
the lead creative executive for one of radio’s top
groups. To hear him tell it, the return has been
eye-opening, familiar and a lot of fun.
CA: When it seems like things are going the wrong way for radio, why come back?
BP: The operative phrase there is, “it seems like everything’s going the wrong way for
radio.” In fact, that was not the case at Cumulus when I first talked with them in
November [2018]. I met with [predecessor] Mike McVay, of all people. I already
had a path picked out, developing premium television with some pretty high
profile partners. But you know how charismatic Mike is. We talked about what
each of us was doing and, in that first discussion, he painted a very different
picture of Cumulus than the one that had become popular in the years
proceeding [CEO] Mary Berner’s arrival. Mike talked to me about their stations and
his work, and I found it familiar, engaging and exciting.
But no illusions about the state of the business overall?
Eyes wide open. I knew everything could change, because nothing stays the same. In the period I was
away from radio, television’s golden age of cable came and went. We live in a media landscape that’s
forever changing, and Cumulus had some great opportunities – great stories building. I never got
over this familiarity – knowing a lot of people and having a sense, even if you’re gone for a while, of the
30,000 foot view of radio.
Everyone told me not to go to CMT in 2001 because distribution was going in the wrong direction.
Why should MTV have a country music channel? And that was the best decision of my life. Going to Texas
to do Country at the Wolf [KPLX/Dallas] was, arguably, as good a decision. Or going to Atlanta to do
[Alternative WNNX]. In every case, I showed I’m a bit of a contrarian. When I hear, “Why would anyone
ever ...?” that just fixes my resolve. Foolhardy or
not, I tend to embrace those challenges. A lot of
us do that because the rewards are great when you
go against the tide. That’s the story of my career.

THE INTERVIEW

Now that you’ve been in the chair for a while, how is the reality differing from what you expected?
First, I’m still brand new – just entering my sixth month – I’m still learning, and I’ve got great advisors around
me. What I’ve found is that I’m astounded at how hard everyone is working. The level at which they’re working,
both in Cumulus’ executive leadership team and all the way down to the local markets, is impressive. I’m amazed
at how much everybody is doing, how much is expected of them and how much they’re held accountable for. The
expectations are great for everyone involved. I’m also amazed at how many people are still in radio, doing good
work and helping me.
When you do something for the first 20 years of your career and come back to it later, some things are familiar.
My basic intuition, my sense of how a good radio station sounds and my inner compass of what kind of creativity
drives success still apply. I don’t believe the human condition has changed enough to alter the way those things
work on your audience.
What kinds of changes have you initiated?
Perhaps the most important thing I learned in my years at CMT and MTV networks is programming
development. That’s not a category anybody discusses in radio. It’s not a line item. In television, there’s an
elaborate process by which things are developed. Some would say, “What does radio development correlate to in
television development? Reality television?” No, it’s more like a combination of sitcoms and scripted, like radio as
I remember it. That may be less true now.
There’s always been that [idea about] morning shows of putting a couple people in a room and seeing if
they connect chemically. Revisit it in nine or 18 months and see what we have. We’ll tweak it and maybe add
a person or phase someone out. The actual development of entertainment – whether it’s movies, music A&R
or television development – has a tremendous amount of a protocol and structure that helps you get to a slick
and marketable final creative product.
So we’re having early, encouraging success with looking at morning shows as sitcoms and casting them,
rather than hiring a random selection of characters from broadcasting past to sit in a room and see if chemistry results. My television
development training and background are probably an asset because I look at things differently. It opens up creative business
possibilities, not just for morning shows, but for all radio stations.
Are there any nuts and bolts changes that have stood out?
Well, we’re buried under data. At a time when we’re constructing and reconstructing some very big Country stations, we have all of the
data in the world available. By its third week, I imagine we have as much background on a single as the CIA has on a third world country
where there’s about to be a revolution. We have all there is to know about streaming and every possible metric or measurement by
which it can perform. Which sounds rational, and in most businesses it is. Unfortunately, we’re in show business. That’s the only thing.
All that data gets put into the centrifuge and out comes a list of songs or a 35-minute block of Country radio. For all of the new tools,
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Cowboy Boogie: BBRMG/BMG’s Blanco Brown visits Cumulus HQ in Atlanta. Pictured
(l-r) are the label’s Jon Loba, Cumulus’ Greg Frey, Brown, Philips and Cumulus’ John
Dimick, the label’s Ken Tucker and Carson James and Cumulus’ John Kilgo.

tactics and knowledge we seem to have unearthed over the last 20 years, it’s likely
the song still supersedes everything. A better collection of songs would make me
not fatigued at 35 or 40 minutes of listening to a Country radio station.
You’re alluding to the format’s ratings decline?
It’s not just me, obviously, but a lot of people we all know are arriving at the idea
that something’s gone wrong with the recipe. And we’re going to have to make
some sweeping changes to keep the format vital in the future and bring new people
in. We’re going to have to
give up some old practices
that were sacred to us
and stop doing things we
do reflexively but don’t
know why. We are all buried under information. We’re clearly doing the best job,
scientifically, of repeating composite music hours based on all we know. But, to the
uninitiated listener, why aren’t the stations better? So there’s that.
It’s a historic, national Country radio problem that we get into these troughs of
sound-alike music. I recognize the gender balance problem is part of it. Restoring
Country to its proper perspective where the story is told from both male and
female points of view is an obvious issue to be addressed. But it’s not the only one.

THE INTERVIEW

What are the others?
I talk to [CMT’s] Leslie Fram as much now as when we worked together every day, and
I tell her it would be fantastic if that problem were solved. I would hope that, in and of
itself, would remind people that sonically country music isn’t all the same. It would be a
huge step up, but country at its best is comprised of three or four different movements
ranging from a Texas movement to crossover pop. Think of all the crazy ways things
combined in earlier eras of country greatness when we dominated ratings – almost
impossible combinations of characters, as in 1989, who could show up at any given time
from all over the map and create a scene that saves the world.
We all have memories of the
first time we heard a song or artist
– those genre changing moments
– and we always get back around to
that. In the meantime, if I’m being
honest, I still believe that 80% of the
time, a music station with a problem
has a music problem. We can use
sitcom development skills to create
a morning show that works. We can
create a new era of imaging and
dynamic positioning that people
perhaps haven’t heard before –
instill some new energy in these
stations. But that 80% ... there’s
something wrong in the machine. I
don’t know that we can circumvent
that with show business.

“

bigger, as opposed to establishing a filter that excluded or pushed things aside. I
just think you lessen the odds that lightning will strike.” Does that still hold true?
That will always be true. That’s our cultural premise. To be special, the element
of surprise has to be produced. They don’t all work, but that’s what development
is. The model in TV is you develop 10 new things. Three will die a terrible
death and never be spoken of again. Two will go through 14 weeks of sitting
on the bubble of having a future or being canceled. Two will be solid, modest,
good performers that feel like they have a future. One will rank high enough to
become a returning hit. And one will go through the roof and define the channel
for the next five years. You don’t have to be right with every choice you make;
that’s the nature of show business.
Not every show that opens on Broadway is going to run for 10 years. Not every
morning show is going to connect, much to our chagrin. I don’t know how we got
out of the business of taking chances, because to me that was the most fun part.
It was the chance to introduce people to something they hadn’t heard before and
change their day with it.
When you read some of the negative headlines about radio, do you see them as an
indictment of radio as an entertainment platform or as commentary on the capital
markets and reverberations of the ‘96 Telecom Act?
Cumulus is not in the same lane as some of the companies who are experiencing
difficulties. We reduced our debt greatly this year, and we’re operating successfully.
But there’s some inevitability. I saw a commercial for a Sonata that parks itself
without the benefit of help from the driver. Everything in our world is a little
terrifying, much as the industrial revolution was terrifying for people who were
keeping stables of horses. AI and the pace of change are such that changes that
would have taken 10 years to come to fruition in radio a decade ago are suddenly
possible. Someone can take six months, go into the laboratory and figure it out.
I’ve read all the social posts and, of course, we all have empathy for people who
have been experts at plying their trade on the radio for a long time. All of us on the
programming team at Cumulus are
trying to find things for people who
are very much deserving of a chance
at gainful employment and a platform
for making great radio that entertains
people. But it was somewhat naive
to imagine that the pre-deregulation
model would go on forever. This
attitude that we’re the only industry
this ever happened to has a little bit of
self absorption to it. Speak to someone
like my dad, who was a lifelong
newspaper person. My older brother
Peter edited magazines for the last half
of the 20th century. I don’t know what
you say about progress.
I see these long advice columns
about how to get yourself back in
order for another job on the radio.
Well, that’s a thought. But millennials are very comfortable with the notion they’re
going to have to change careers every couple of years for the rest of their lives. It’s
a mindset. Again, it is terrible because it affects people we know, but there is an
aspect of self absorption.

From executive leadership
all the way down to the local
markets ... I’m amazed at
how much everybody is doing,
how much is expected of them
and how much they’re
held accountable for.

So there’s a music problem. What can radio do?
There’s a music problem, and we’re on it. Cumulus has an army of people, as do
the other companies, who are working desperately like it’s the Manhattan Project
to try to figure out how to fix this. It may reconcile itself, but we’re looking hard,
too. We’re looking hard in Georgia, and we’re looking hard in Texas where we have
Cumulus’ biggest Country interests. We’re going to pump a huge amount of energy
and effort into those stations which, historically, have been big enough that – when
they get it right – have a good impact on the larger business.
Stop hoping; start looking. The songs that will be our future won’t necessarily be
mailed to us by major labels in Nashville. You have to go looking, and our guys are
doing that. I walk up and down the hallways in our Atlanta offices and hear people
scanning. I know it’s going on in Texas very heavily right now, and I do it myself.
That’s part of the gig. If you get the long ball, it could be the most important thing
you’ll ever do in the game.
The last time you did this interview, you said of your radio past, “I was always
looking for reasons to include things. I thought that improved our chances of being
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Can radio work as a mainly national business?
There’s nothing more national than cable, and when I got here my first thought
was, okay, how do I nationalize? What’s the most efficient way to generate great
programming everybody in America would like? Then I realized we’re curating
a bunch of fantastic local brands at Cumulus. I can’t foretell the future, but I can
tell you right now, the thing that gets me excited – and plenty of others who are
working on these projects with me – is developing highly local, market-centric
stations that couldn’t possibly be mistaken for one you’d hear anywhere else. That’s
particularly true in Atlanta and Dallas, and it’s going to be true in a couple of other
places where we’re working on things. It’s just great fun.
It goes back to my basic, pre-television premise about great radio, whether
it was in Minneapolis at the time of Prince, or when Texas music exploded, or

when alternative slowly
intersected with the
mainstream when I was
in Atlanta. Each of those
stations was designed to make the local audience feel great and excited about where
they live. One could argue it’s easy to do that in Dallas and Atlanta, but harder in
other towns. Every city isn’t flush with the same kinds of action, activity, excitement
and sexiness. But wherever you live in America, people wake up in the morning
and want to be a part of a community. My priorities for that right now happen to
be in those two high-profile markets where we’re under construction. But it can be
done anywhere.

THE INTERVIEW

What’s the programming philosophy behind that?
I’m sure people are mortified by it because they’re all working so hard, but I brought
back a fairly old school notion of what a program director does. The job involves a
handful of things I just can’t live without. There were many [such PDs] already in the
company, and we’re trying to attract new ones. First and foremost, you have to know
how to creatively reflect the best of the place you live whether you’re doing Classic
Rock, Country or Top 40. You also have to be good with a morning show.
With all due respect to the excellent morning show coaches who make huge
differences in the markets where they work, including some of our stations – and
Mike McVay is about the best morning show coach who’s ever lived – I always
thought as a PD, my primary job was to manage the morning show. It was the first
thing I did every morning and the last thing I thought about every night. That was
the gig – picking people out and managing them into a good place.
And it’s creating a promotional profile with or without money. For all the
complaining that there’s no money for the things we used to budget for, radio
always had a show business aspect to it that wasn’t overly dependent on huge
infusions of cash. It was a scrappy promotional business.
Those are things we look for in PDs. Then, I assume you’ll be able to create good
architecture for these broadcasts hours. PDs have to get their swagger back and
realize they control the product – at least in our company – with a lot of help and
support from our corporate programming team. It’s no small thing to be the person
who controls the creative output of a radio station, whatever the market. Those of
us who are or have been PDs know that special feeling. It’s what brought us to it.
Maybe some of that swagger has been missing or was replaced in some companies by
corporate bureaucracy. But once again, I have to go against the grain on that.

“

We all have empathy
for people who are very
much deserving of a chance
at gainful employment ...
but it was somewhat naive
to imagine that the
pre-deregulation model
would go on forever.

”

And that’s being well-received?
I am speaking, again, with very little experience. I still haven’t been here that long,
and I’m working on a few stations. But I’m astounded at the talent and dedication.
These market managers are all-stars. They’re great to work with. So, I’m in a good
place, and Cumulus is in a good place. I’m particularly gratified because I was told
I’d be given the latitude and money to make things happen. Everything I expressed
as important in my initial conversations: big market studies, research, OMTs, focus
groups for morning shows, marketing for new stations, the ability to upgrade
– essentially my whole bag of tricks – every promise has been kept by Cumulus.
Some of our larger stations I happen to be working on now are ultimately going

Captain Philips: St. Jude welcomes Philips on his first day on the
job and recognizes Mike McVay for the millions he helped raise
during his tenure at the company. Pictured (l-r) are St. Jude’s
Glenn Keesee, Philips, McVay and St. Jude’s Anna Hensgens.
to be good blueprints for the smaller ones. Part of me thought this was going to
be a breeze because I had done it before and because I’d been through the mill of
national television, but I was in for a rude awakening. I am highly dependent on a
bunch of people who are way smarter than I am in the ways of radio, as I was in TV.
That’s what’s coming to together at Cumulus, and so far so good.
What gets you excited about getting out of bed in the morning and getting to work
in radio?
I’m astonished at how hard radio people work at so many different things.
Everybody’s like a Navy SEAL in this business. That would not be the first image
of radio people conjured up by anyone who clearly remembers the ’80s and ’90s.
It was a different time. Today, people are bearing down hard to fix and maintain
the power of a medium that we love. And here’s why you should do it – not to be a
mercenary or to see how much torture you can take:
When I was a child – and I do mean a child of 15 or 16 – I did mornings, but
I couldn’t picture the audience. Now, I’m around a lot of other human beings
every day rather than living in a broadcast booth. I look around at 11 rows of
cars headed into Buckhead during morning drive. In the old days, I would have
thought about them en masse. “Look at all those listeners.” I wouldn’t have
thought of their individual conditions. But everybody listening to your station has
a need, something going on, an issue at work or at home: health, family or money.
Everybody’s got something on their mind that’s way bigger than your radio station.
But we still have the power to add something worthwhile to people’s existence and
to bring them some humanity that reminds them we’re all in the same boat. We have
the chance to brighten the outlook of someone who’s distracted by their problems. A
little bit of that got forgotten or isn’t talked about enough as the core reason for being.
Why is Country special? Because a country song can strike you as, “That happened
to me.” Everybody can relate to Ingrid Andress being afraid to take her boyfriend
home lest everything fall apart. There’s human experience in every country song.
All of us in radio are dealing with circumstances different from what we
remember. Even if we’re remembering them in a more idealized way, it’s tough.
But this thing we do is still basically noble. It entertains and serves people and
communities. It has purpose. How could that not be something you wake up and
want to work for?
I still romanticize the idea that a morning show can have one-to-one
communication with a person who’s troubled or conflicted by their own boxedin isolation as they drive down the road. It can make them feel better. A country
song can do the same thing. If you’re working consciously toward that, then you’re
providing a valuable service in today’s society. And no one can question that. CAC

The Most Impactful Countdown in Country Music.
Heard on Over 300 radio stations.

“Acoustic Alley was Bob’s favorite event at CRS.

I am excited to see the tradition continue with
Fitz as its host. See you Thursday night at CRS! ”
— Nan Kingsley, President/CEO, KCCS Productions, Inc.
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